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Bond-like adventures written to entertain but also to promote the values of
sustainable development.
The Final Shah Mat – a plot to encourage California to leave the USA –
highlights the disconnect between politicians and the people.
The Acionna Projects – a threat to strategic water supplies – highlighting how
pressurised our most vital natural resource is.

“More polish than Jeffrey Archer,
more realistic than Dan Brown,
a plot that twists and turns like Robert
Goddard and the panaz of Ian
Fleming. It would make a
good film!”

“My disbelief was suspended by
this “can’t-put-it-down” pacey thriller.
Given that all the characters are so
credible, this author clearly
knows what makes people tick.”

“You may think
you are reading a purely
fictitious novel but
recent events almost give
the book a
prophetic nature.”

“I thoroughly enjoyed
this book and can’t wait for a
sequel. I would recommend this
book to anyone but especially
people who like a well woven
action thriller.”
“Congratulations. It was a very
well put together presentation.
A very topical theme. I’m sure
local groups would be
interested to hear it.”

“One the most
unputdownable books I have
read in the last few years”

“David Middleton has woven together a
rich and informative analysis of the deep environmental crisis
in water with a serous thriller set somewhere between Fleming
and Le Carre. A good read for anyone interested in the politics of water
and how this could play out in the not so distant future.”

“I sat down
one evening to make
a start, intending to
read a few pages just
to "get into it." I was
hooked and
eventually went to
bed at 1 am!”

“An excellent read - this
writer has a talent to enthral
... I await his next
creation”

“This novel is both an excellent
read and a powerful commentary
on our emerging environmental
crisis and how it might
be tackled.”

“David's event was so much more
than a book launch. It was
informative and insightful with a first
class presentation from David, giving
us a fascinating insight into the
literary world of combining
environmentalism with
thriller writing.”

“The book cleverly
mixes fact with fiction and
I found myself consulting the
appendix at the back on several
occasions to check which was which.
A fast moving thriller cleverly
combining fact and fiction in an
area little touched by
other writers.”
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I love the way the action switches from Scotland to Las Vegas,
the Far East and Eastern Europe. This is a terrific successor to
David's first book, The Final Shah Mat, with some of the characters
making a reappearance. Read it, enjoy the action
and absorb the messages.”
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